
Dear Greta,                                                                        24/01/2023.

     You do a lot of good work regarding some very serious climate issues & are an 
inspiration to millions around the world. People look up to you. The universe has 
blessed you with a great destiny.

     Every one of us has flaws & we (should) learn each day. The wise ones learn more.
I wish to draw your attention to your Twitter reply to Andrew Tate on December 28th 
2022 (Please see some trail below). 99% of Twitter & the media saw the funny side of 
you, indirectly, mocking his manhood. However, many men get very upset & are hung 
up on their manhood and hate to get mocked about it.
     It is the same when womens bodies & looks are being mocked.  Women get upset 
even more its true, while men keep things bottled up inside. Some men get bitter & 
twisted & hence we have the evil of the incels & related poison & hatred against 
women. If Mr. Tate had mocked you, the world would have not seen the funny side & 
they would have ripped into him. As modern life is always about equality, so we must 
be equal & be respectful when we mock men & their most prized masculine asset.
Through evolution, women have been judged & known for their beauty (& at times, 
brains too). This is how civilization survived through cave man times & the nomadic 
peoples struggling to become better.
      80% of suicides are men & boys. Why is that? Does anyone care? We keep things 
bottled up inside too much, women love to talk! My own life had deep trauma at a 
young age, I also suffered abuse of various kinds. I had great mental challenges too, I 
nearly gave up at times but the universe kept me going & blessed me with some 
enlightenment. I should have died a few times given my crazy adventures with alcohol 
but my Guardian Angel & the universe kept blessing me. Most of us these days don't 
believe in the spiritual power of god & the universe because we are so obsessed with 
only seeing the physical realm. The secrets of life, the universe & the Creator are 
contained within the deep underworld of our sub-conscious. No scientist has a clue 
how our consciousness or thoughts come about. I digress.
     
Toxic masculinity is rife for various reasons. As someone who has studied psychology 
& human behaviour & has talked with thousands of people, I can tell you that most 
men & boys in the West especially, are confused about how to talk with, approach & 
communicate with girls & women. Parts of the internet & social media have made 
things worse. Our education system has gone too far the other way. Many men are 
bitter, angry & resentful, as are some women: There is also a thing called Toxic 
Feminism. Misogyny is real but so is misandry: hatred of men. Much of misandry & 
misogyny is unintentional as in this case.
      Men & historical patriarchy are blamed for the way women have been treated 
throughout history. There is a lot of truth in this. It is also men who got enlightened & 
wise & realised the value of giving women equal rights. Yes the suffragettes had to fight 
for parts of it. 



     Yet over half the world's women around the world today don't have the same rights 
as men do. We should be doing more to highlight this. So many women suffer each day 
in Asia, Africa, Middle-East, Latin America. Does anyone really care?
   Men & women are not the same. We are different biologically, physically, chemically 
& emotionally. We should also celebrate these differences. Common sense equality of 
all humans-while celebrating differences-is what we should aspire to.

I am asking you to kindly learn from this experience & say something about treating 
men with equal respect when it comes to mocking looks & bodies. Perhaps a follow up 
tweet would help.

I look forward to your reply & happy new year to you, may god & the universe bless 
you more.
                      Best Wishes, 
                                                  Nat Nollid (PlanetCommonSense.Com)

Greta Thunberg

@GretaThunberg
·
Dec 28, 2022

yes, please do enlighten me. email me at smalldickenergy@getalife.com
Quote Tweet
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Dec 27, 2022
Hello @GretaThunberg I have 33 cars. My Bugatti has a w16 8.0L quad turbo. My 
TWO Ferrari 812 competizione have 6.5L v12s. This is just the start. Please provide 
your email address so I can send a complete list of my car collection and their 
respective enormous emissions.
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Replying to
@GretaThunberg
How dare you?!
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@NatNollid

Replying to
@Cobratate
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Joke aside:this is misandry in action (hatred towards men).If Tate had mocked Greta's 
looks/boobs or genitals the world rightly say thats misogyny. Men are sensitive about 
their privates just as women are.This behaviour fuels incel nerds & toxic masculinity 
#hypocrisy
@JuliaHB1

Dr Charlotte Proudman

@DrProudman
·
Dec 31, 2022

Men are the victims of Andrew Tate’s incel ideology. He propagates violent, extremist 
misogyny. He recruits young men to his cause by tapping into their insecurities, anger 
and resentment — and teaching them to debase women. Only then can you become a 
“real man”. He’s failed men.
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Nat Nollid (PlanetCommonSense.Com)
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Replying to
@DrProudman
This is elephant in room that no one ever talks about:
Quote Tweet

Nat Nollid (PlanetCommonSense.Com)

@NatNollid
·
Jan 1
Replying to @elonmusk
Mocking men’s privates is just the same as mocking women’s bodies. Many men are 
sensitive to size of their phallus etc.This misandry fuels toxic masculinity & incel 
nerds. If @Cobratate mocked @GretaThunberg private parts: world rightly will say 
misogyny. This duplicity must stop twitter.com/NatNollid/stat…

Andrew Tate
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·
Dec 9, 2022

Men go through so much pain that they will never talk about it because they know that 
nobody cares.
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Nude Eel #fella #NAFO 
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Misandry in action
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